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SPREADS TO TREASURIES

The Economy
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The last month of this tumultuous year has brought a growing spike in
COVID-19 cases across the nation and a high correlation with rising jobless
claims in hard hit areas. The much-needed stimulus package is finally
signed. The bill is tallied at $900bn consisting of $325bn in small business
aid, an extension of federal unemployment benefit programs with an
additional $300 per week and lastly $600 per person stimulus payments.
Consumer metrics continued to slow in December with the first decline in
retail sales since April and a decline in personal consumption. Durable
goods orders decelerated sharply, reflecting a normalization of demand
following the post lockdown surge. Inventory levels are still lean, indicating
strong future demand. The housing market remains a bright spot yet a near
term slowdown in new and existing home sales is reflecting decreased
demand and tight inventory after months of rapid growth.
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Structured Markets

The ABS primary market finished with light issuance in December of only
$4bn. Most notably, we saw a large US money center bank reemerge with a
credit card ABS transaction in early December. This was the first credit card
ABS deal from a major US bank issuer since February 2020. The ABS
primary market finished 2020 with $200bn of total issuance (down from
$247bn in 2019). Auto ABS issuance made up more than half of all ABS
issuance with $104bn of new deals in 2020. Spreads on the traditional ABS
sub-sectors finished the year at or tighter than their pre-pandemic levels
after significantly widening back in March to levels we have not seen since
the Great Financial Crisis.

Corporate Credit Market

The Bloomberg Barclays Corporate Index tightened another 9 basis points
(bps) to end the month at 96 bps. Despite the economic uncertainties
unleashed by a global pandemic, the Index ended 2020 only 3 bps wider
from the start of the year. Favorable financing conditions and ongoing
appetite for risk mean that the primary issue market posted one of the best
years to date with $43bn in December and approximately $1.8tn YTD
(>50% growth YoY). Looking ahead, new issue volume for 2021 is expected
to be more muted given the already high base and significant liability
management exercises executed in 2020.
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Government Market

The 2-yr yield decreased by 5 bps and the 5-yr yield decreased by 6 bps for
the month of December, while the 10-yr and 30-yr yields decreased by 1
and 2 bps, respectively.
This commentary has been distributed for informational purposes only and should not be
considered as investment advice or a recommendation of any particular issuer, security, strategy
or investment product. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed
to be reliable, but not guaranteed. Opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment and
are subject to change without notice, as are statements of financial market trends, which are
based on current market conditions. We believe the information provided here is reliable but do
not warrant its accuracy or completeness. This commentary contains or incorporates by
reference certain forward-looking statements which are based on various assumptions (some of
which are beyond our control) may be identified by reference to a future period or periods or
by the use of forward-looking terminology, such as “may,” “will,” “believe,” “expect,”
“anticipate,” “continue,” or similar terms or variations on those terms or the negative of those
terms. Actual results could differ materially from those set forth in forward-looking statements
due to a variety of factors. No part of this article may be reproduced in any form, or referred to
in any other publication, without the express written permission of Merganser Capital
Management © 2021.
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*Month-to-date performance of spread bearing
bonds versus duration-matched Treasuries
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